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ABSTRACT

We present BioExcel Building Blocks Workflows,
a web-based graphical user interface (GUI) of-
fering access to a collection of transversal pre-
configured biomolecular simulation workflows as-
sembled with the BioExcel Building Blocks library.
Available workflows include Molecular Dynamics
setup, protein-ligand docking, trajectory analyses
and small molecule parameterization. Workflows can
be launched in the platform or downloaded to be
run in the users’ own premises. Remote launch-
ing of long executions to user’s available High-
Performance computers is possible, only requiring
configuration of the appropriate access credentials.
The web-based graphical user interface offers a high
level of interactivity, with integration with the NGL
viewer to visualize and check 3D structures, MDsrv to
visualize trajectories, and Plotly to explore 2D plots.
The server requires no login but is recommended to
store the users’ projects and manage sensitive infor-
mation such as remote credentials. Private projects
can be made public and shared with colleagues with
a simple URL. The tool will help biomolecular sim-
ulation users with the most common and repetitive
processes by means of a very intuitive and interac-
tive graphical user interface. The server is accessible
at https://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/biobb-wfs.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Experimental techniques have traditionally provided in-
formation about the dynamics of proteins and other
biomolecules. Molecular dynamics (MD), originated in the
late 1970s (1), were designed to be their computational
counterpart, building a molecular-level understanding of
biology. Theoretical methods were designed to analyse,
model and predict biomolecular structures, mechanisms,
dynamics and flexibility properties (2–5). Claimed now to
be the ‘computational microscope for molecular biology’, the
field has become a central piece for the design of biological
molecules and their interactions, making increasingly sig-
nificant contributions to biology in the recent years (6). The
21st century, in particular, has left a succession of break-
throughs in biomolecular simulations (7), including the first
millisecond all-atom simulation of a protein folding (8), the
study of entire virus (HIV-1) from all-atom simulations (9),
the recent SARS-CoV-2 theoretical works (10–13) or the
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coupling of MD simulations with artificial intelligence tech-
niques (14).

Continuum improvements in force-fields, simulation pro-
tocols and software has converted MD into a mature tech-
nique that can be used effectively to understand macro-
molecular structure-to-function relationships (3), reaching
simulation times close to biologically relevant ones. How-
ever, its practical use has been always hindered by its steep
learning curve and the tedious series of actions required to
prepare a reliable setup. As an example, the process of set-
ting up a system requires a complex pipeline of operations,
together with a non-negligible number of decisions, which
require a significant degree of expertise. The problems are
amplified as setups notably change depending on the MD
software package used. Integrated software platforms, usu-
ally coupled to standalone or web-based Graphical User
Interfaces (GUIs), have been designed to help in this en-
deavor. Although commercial licenses are required for the
most complete packages (e.g. Schrödinger, BioVia, Acellera
(15)), some free academic tools are also available.

CHARMM-GUI, with >9000 citations for the different
related publications (16–20) at the point of writing this pa-
per, deserves credit for being the most popular of these
tools. Created in 2006, it offers interactive building of com-
plex systems and inputs preparation with well-established
and reproducible simulation protocols for state-of-the-art
molecular simulations and widely used simulation pack-
ages through a web-based GUI; The Visual Molecular Dy-
namics (VMD) (21) tool, a popular 3D/4D molecule vi-
sualization program for MD trajectories, has a collection
of plugins to setup and run MD simulations, including
QwikMD (22), an integrative MD toolkit for novices and
experts; Similarly, the PyMol visualizer, also has a plugin
offering a GUI to setup GROMACS MD simulations: Dy-
namics (23,24); WebGRO for Macromolecular Simulations
is a recent web-based tool developed to ease the setup pro-
cess of protein and protein-ligand complexes with GRO-
MACS; and the most recent tool, Making-it-rain (25), uses
the power of Google Colab notebooks to prepare and run
MD simulations using OpenMM engine and AMBER and
CHARMM force fields. Finally MDWeb (26), developed in
our group 10 years ago and still with 9000 unique users reg-
istered, is a web server providing a friendly environment to
setup new systems, run test simulations and perform anal-
ysis within a guided interface, compatible with AMBER
(27), NAMD (28,29) and GROMACS (30). All these plat-
forms have facilitated the use of MD, but they fail to pro-
vide a complete and integrated single interface from which
to build, launch, and control biomolecular workflows and
associated analyses. They also fail to integrate the MD sim-
ulations into more complex working pipeline (interoperabil-
ity), they lack portability and fail to launch in an automatic
manner the calculation to HPC clusters (damaging scalabil-
ity).

We present here BioBB-Wfs, a web-based GUI designed
with modern web technology and powered by workflows
built using the BioExcel Building Blocks (BioBB) library
(31), developed under the framework of the BioExcel Cen-
tre of Excellence (https://bioexcel.eu/). BioBB is a collec-
tion of interoperable building blocks built as portable wrap-
pers on top of common biomolecular simulation tools.

The interoperable building blocks can be easily joined to-
gether assembling complex computational biomolecular
workflows, and can be shared thanks to its integration
with the Conda Packaging system, ensuring reproducibil-
ity. Besides, scripts can be exported to Common Workflow
Language (CWL) using the available CWL specifications.
BioBB-Wfs smooths the learning curve of MD, and facil-
itates the access to interoperable and reproducible compu-
tational biomolecular simulations. The tool facilitates the
integration of MD simulation protocols in more complex
pipelines like those used in medicinal chemistry, biophysics
or computational biology pipelines, including automatic
small molecule parameterization, protein-ligand docking or
protein MD analyses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

BioExcel Building Blocks library (BioBB)

BioBB-Wfs is powered by workflows built using the BioEx-
cel Building Blocks library (31). BioBB is a collection
of portable wrappers of common biomolecular simula-
tion tools. The BioBB library is designed to (i) increase
the interoperability between the tools wrapped; (ii) ease
the implementation of biomolecular simulation workflows
and (iii) increase the reusability and reproducibility of the
generated workflows. To achieve these main goals, the li-
brary was designed following the best practices for ap-
plying the FAIR (Findable, accessible, interoperable and
reusable) principles to research software (32,33). The re-
sult is a collection of building block modules, divided in
sets of tool wrappers focused on similar functionalities (e.g.
Molecular Dynamics, Virtual Screening). BioBB is sup-
ported by known frameworks and tools: (i) software pack-
aging (Pip, BioConda (34), BioContainers (35)), (ii) doc-
umentation (ReadTheDocs, https://readthedocs.org/), (iii)
interactive tools (Jupyter Notebooks (36), myBinder, https:
//mybinder.org/), (iv) registry & findability (bio.tools (37),
BioSchemas, WorkflowHub (38)), (v) workflow manage-
ment systems (CWL, Galaxy (39,40), PyCOMPSs (41)), (vi)
source code (GitHub, https://github.com/) and (vii) REST
APIs (OpenAPI, https://swagger.io/specification/). Notably
all building blocks follow the same pattern of installation,
configuration and user interaction which facilitate their in-
tegrated use in complex workflows.

Workflows

Templates were built using the BioBB library as Python
scripts and automatically converted to CWL workflow
scripts thanks to the available BioBB CWL adapters. Tem-
plates are then used to generate the final workflow scripts
with user’s input files and parameters. Workflow scripts are
divided in two files: Python/CWL file, with the code logic
(building blocks, loops, conditionals) and a yaml-formated
file, with input parameters and dependencies between steps.
Both workflow types are relying on software packaging for
easy deployment and reproducibility, Conda packages for
the Python ones, and Docker containers for the CWL. In-
structions on how to install and run them in the users’ own
premises are included in the downloadable files. Workflows
included in the current version of the server are listed in
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Figure 1. BioBB-Wfs Internal schema. The server is divided into two main blocks: front-end (left) and back-end (right).

Supplementary Table S1. All workflows were uploaded to
the WorkflowHub repository (38) (https://workflowhub.eu/)
and available from a unique DOI.

Remote execution

Remote execution of BioBB-Wfs is available for produc-
tion MDs. MD setup processes are run in the server in-
frastructure, but the length is limited to 500 ps. Production
(long) MDs using the files generated by the setup pipelines
can then be launched through remote executions. Connec-
tion with external computing clusters is achieved through a
module of the BioBB library (biobb remote). The connec-
tion is established with a Secure Shell (SSH) protocol, with
the server generating a specific key pair for the remote con-
nection and saving them in the user’s profile. Limitations
of this feature must be noted: only servers accepting direct
SSH sessions can be integrated, and only users with cur-
rently active access to the particular HPC clusters are al-
lowed to launch jobs (the server is not giving free access
to the HPC resources, but connecting to them). The cur-
rent implementation of the server allows to users with cre-
dentials a direct connection with the Barcelona Supercom-
puting Center (BSC) supercomputers MareNostrum (CPU-
based) and Minotauro (GPU-based). Biobb remote library
can be easily configured to integrate additional host com-
puters or queueing systems.

SERVER DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Infrastructure

The server is divided in two main blocks: the front-end, em-
bodied by the online accessible web server; and the back-

end, where user’s data is stored and workflows are run (Fig-
ure 1).

The main BioBB-Wfs GUI web portal is implemented
in PHP with the help of the Slim framework (https://www.
slimframework.com). User interactivity is given by a set of
JavaScript libraries and tools, including NGL viewer (42) to
visualize and check 3D structures and Plotly to explore 2D
plots. Backend resources are deployed on an OpenNebula
private cloud infrastructure. MD trajectories are saved in
a common storage device and streamed to the web server
thanks to the MDsrv tool (43) and its associated REST
API. Workflows are built and launched to a queue system
connected to an on-demand configuration, where new VMs
are dynamically deployed when needed. All data used by the
server is stored in a noSQL distributed MongoDB database.

Internal design

The internal organization of the web server follows a mod-
ular design (Supplementary Figure S1). Workflow descrip-
tions are the core of the structure, and from them, a list of
components (e.g. input form, workflow schema, output in-
terface) are generated. Some of the components are auto-
matically generated, whereas others (like specific results in-
terfaces) were exclusively designed. Results interfaces take
advantage of the web interactivity to graphically display
the generated data, following the new-generation web-based
GUIs recommendations for biomolecular data described
elsewhere (44). Key information for the workflows such as
steps (building blocks), input files needed, accepted formats,
etc. is organized in the MongoDB database and is queried
by the PHP frontend. This structure allows easy integration
of new workflows.
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Figure 2. BioBB-Wfs user’s workspace. (A) List of projects; (B) user profile; (C) my projects instant access.

Personal workspace

The server provides users with a personal workspace where
project’s metadata and results of analysis can be stored. Al-
though access to the server is free and most of the func-
tionalities are available without a user account, registra-
tion is required to maintain a permanent workspace. Also,
launching simulations to external machines is only available
to registered users, due to the need to store the appropri-
ate connection details and credentials. More advantages of
having a user account are the possibility to have an orga-
nized list of projects listed in the workspace (Figure 2), cre-
ate private (only visible by the registered user) and persis-
tent projects (with no expiration date), rerun or clone exist-
ing projects. In the present implementation, registered users
are provided with 5 GB of storage space, expandable upon
request.

For each of the listed projects in the workspace (Figure
2A), useful information such as the status of the project
(queued, running, finished), the size, and the creation and
expiration dates are shown. A dropdown button gives ac-
cess to a list of utilities including links to the summary
and results page, to the downloadable results and workflow
scripts, and to the project settings and log info. Used and
available storage is displayed at the top of the page.

User profile can be accessed from the circle button placed
in the top-right part of the interface (Figure 2B). Personal
information, password and SSH keys to access to external
HPC hosts can be managed here. A ‘My projects’ tab gives
instant access to the user workspace (Figure 2C).

SERVER USAGE

BioBB-Wfs uses a uniform way of working for the whole
collection of workflows. The process is always divided into
three main steps: (i) project creation; (ii) biomolecular
workflows settings configuration and launch and (iii) work-
flow results.

Project creation

Users can start a new project either by (i) choosing a desired
workflow (see Supplementary Table S1) or (ii) selecting an
input data type (macromolecular structure, DNA/RNA se-
quence, small molecule, MD trajectory and protein + ligand
structures).

When selecting an input type, a set of specific interme-
diate steps to extract required or useful information is pre-
sented. The provided information can be displayed and con-
firmed before using it in the actual workflow execution. As
an example, the intermediate steps for the Protein-Ligand
Docking workflow allows to choose between different pock-
ets computed on the fly in the input structure (Supplemen-
tary Figure S2). Another example is an intermediate step
relevant to all workflows working from a macromolecular
structure: the structure-checking process (Figure 3). The in-
terface, that incorporates an interactive NGL viewer, on one
side, allows to select the components of the structures to be
included in the simulation (e.g. chains, alternative confor-
mations), and on the other, shows a comprehensive series
of possible issues (e.g. wrong chirality or amide atoms as-
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Figure 3. BioBB-Wfs project creation. Example of intermediate step: macromolecule structure checking.

signments, or VdW clashes) in the chosen structure that can
affect MD simulation. When available, solutions to such is-
sues are offered to the user and can be confirmed on the
interactive display.

After the intermediate steps, a final workflow settings in-
put form permits the user to change specific parameters
for the selected workflow. As an example, parameters such
as force field, solvent water type and box type/size can be
changed in all workflows performing an MD setup. If more
than one workflow is compatible with the input type of
the project, a dropdown selector will give the possibility to
choose the one desired.

Biomolecular workflows

Pre-configured workflows currently integrated in the web
server cover the basic needs of a newcomer in the field. They
include MD simulation setup and analysis, and protein-
ligand docking. The collection of current available work-
flows is listed in Supplementary Table S1. Examples are:
(i) complete setups for GROMACS or AMBER pack-

ages, generating a system with the molecule immersed in
a box of water and counterions, energetically minimized
and equilibrated; (ii) modelling protein mutations, adding
to the setup pipeline the possibility to mutate one or more
residues/nucleotides from the protein/nucleic acid struc-
ture; (iii) automatic ligand parameterization, generating
force-field library files for small molecules to be included
in MD simulations and (iv) protein MD analyses, perform-
ing quality control (QC) analysis on an uploaded trajectory,
including root mean square deviations (RMSd), radius of
gyration (Rgyr), atomic fluctuations and trajectory cluster-
ing.

Nucleic acids structures have their own set of specific
workflows. The ABC DNA/RNA MD setup pipeline, pro-
vides a reliable workflow for Nucleic Acids setup, fol-
lowing the expert recommendations by the ABC consor-
tium (45). The Structural DNA helical parameters per-
forms an exhaustive flexibility exploration of a DNA/RNA
trajectory, including helical parameters correlations and
bimodality analysis, in line with the latest ABC studies
(46–49).
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Figure 4. Workflow results examples. (A) Protein–ligand docking outputs: best ligand poses; docking experiments were done with Autodock Vina. (B)
Protein MD analysis: RMSd values against first and average structure. An associated NGL viewer presents the results in 3D representation.

For each of the workflows, a list of the main steps and de-
fault input parameters are documented. Besides, an interac-
tive schema gives a quick and graphical idea on the pipeline
steps and its dependencies (Supplementary Figure S3). The
diagram is also displaying the BioBB’s used for each of the
steps linked to their official documentation.

Workflow results

Results of the workflows executions are summarized in a
final common section. Information provided includes, be-
sides of the execution results, a summary of the project set-
tings, possible project actions (such as downloading files,
re-running, cloning, making it persistent or sharing the
project), and the workflow execution log with provenance
data. Projects can be shared with other users through a
specific URL link as view-only or public (project can be
forked).

The central section of the workflows output page is the
analysis section that is represented in a graphical and in-

teractive way. Different custom analysis interfaces are in-
tegrated, specific for each of the workflows. Results are
shown with the graphical support of NGL 3D visualizer
and plotly online graphing. As examples, results of protein-
ligand docking and MD trajectory analysis are shown in
Figure 4. Results of the docking procedure display a ta-
ble with the best ligand poses, which includes affinities
and distances from the best mode (Figure 4A). The table
is connected to an NGL visualizer, allowing the represen-
tation of individual or groups of selected poses. Protein
MD trajectory analysis shows RMSd, Rgyr, atomic fluc-
tuation and cluster families with 2D plots and 3D inter-
active representations. 2D plots are linked to the 3D rep-
resentations, where snapshots with interesting analysis val-
ues can be explored with just a click on the 2D plot lines
(Figure 4B).

Examples of use are included in the supplementary mate-
rial (use cases, Supplementary Figures S4 and S5), tutorials
section of the help pages, and the corresponding projects
are available through the demo user workspace.
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DISCUSSION

MD simulations are widely used in a repertoire of fields
from biophysics to biotechnology and from medicinal
chemistry to personalized medicine. The consequence of
this wide use is a number of scientists applying the tech-
nique with just a superficial training in the method. The
biomolecular field has been developing freely available on-
line tools for the last 15 years, trying to help this com-
munity. However, these automatic tools have raised a con-
troversial discussion in the field: Is the use of the hidden,
black box workflows behind these tools, a good practice?
The question is not trivial, taking into consideration the
complex machinery behind MD simulations and the differ-
ence in treatment depending on the system being studied.
BioBB-Wfs is designed to facilitate the use of MD to non-
experts, facilitate the integration of MD into more com-
plex research pipelines and allows tailored configurations
to escape from the ‘black-box’ paradigm implicit to most
of automatic setup procedures. There are pre-configured
biomolecular workflows, but they are extensively described,
step-by-step, with diagrams showing the connections be-
tween them. Workflow scripts can be checked and down-
loaded, in two different versions, a Python script and a
CWL definition. The possibility of downloading the work-
flow scripts opens the opportunity to: (i) reproduce the re-
sult launching the execution in the user’s own premises;
and (ii) modify/change/extend the workflow until it fits the
user’s preferences.

Another point of common misunderstanding has been
how an on-line server could offer computationally expen-
sive MD simulations for free. This deserves careful atten-
tion. Online servers offering almost on-the-fly macromolec-
ular flexibility properties are mostly using Normal Mode
analysis or Coarse-Grained methods, which are more effi-
cient in terms of time, at a cost of reducing the molecule
resolution (50–52). Servers offering true atomistic simula-
tions, including BioBB-Wfs, cannot give immediate results
and can hardly afford expensive production state-of-the-art
simulation runs. These platforms have been always limited
to the preparation of the system (MD setup) and the gener-
ation of the configuration files needed in a production MD
run. Where this final simulation is run is up to the user and
his/her possibility to access to HPC resources. BioBB-Wfs
is filling this gap with an additional feature: to perform the
simulation on user’s behalf in a selected HPC facility, in a
transparent manner. Hence, BioBB-Wfs allows executing a
complete MD experiment (MD setup, run, analysis) in the
same GUI, reaching, if user’s credentials allow it, to reach
Exascale machines.

This integration of different biomolecular simulation
workflows and the possibility to run the whole production
pipeline, including the connection with an external HPC
cluster, brings our platform closer to the available commer-
cial tools. Pharmaceutical companies stated their interest
in such platforms, as a free alternative to the extremely ex-
pensive integrated packages. However, the concerns here are
the data privacy. An on-line server is not an acceptable op-
tion, but a containerized version of the server running in
local premises is feasible. The whole machinery behind the
BioBB-Wfs server can be installed in a single Virtual Ma-

chine (VM) or container (Docker/Singularity) to be then
deployed in a private infrastructure.

One of the most critical issues that biomolecular simula-
tion tools must tackle is the quick and constant update of
the MD software packages (for instance GROMACS pub-
lishes a new release every few months), challenging the up-
date of automatic setup tools. Newer versions are not al-
ways back compatible, and they might not recognize files
produced by older versions. Moreover, newer versions often
come with new functionalities increasing for example the
efficiency, which are recommended by the developers and
should be used accordingly. Flexibility is then crucial for
tools offering biomolecular simulation workflows. BioBB-
Wfs is relying on the BioBB library, a project that is con-
sidered now mature (recently recognized by the European
Commission as an Excellent Science Innovation). The pack-
aging and reproducibility aspects of the BioBB building
blocks ensure its consistency and compatibility with the cor-
responding tools versions, and new releases every 4 months
ensure workflows can use the most updated software. At
the same time, provenance data included in workflow re-
sults always assure a clear reference to the software ver-
sion used on each invocation. Crucial for a widespread use
out of the MD community, the flexibility of the BioBB-Wfs
server allows easy addition of new biomolecular workflows,
opening a plethora of possibilities for biomolecular simula-
tions, with the combination of the different available mod-
ules (machine learning, virtual screening, molecular inter-
action potentials, etc.).

CONCLUSION

BioBB-Wfs platform takes advantage of the power of new
hardware, web technologies and network bandwidth to
bring biomolecular simulations closer to the scientific com-
munity. The platform provides to non-expert users a set of
trustable pre-configured workflows performing transversal
biomolecular studies without requiring a deep knowledge
of the details involved. At the same time, the availability of
detailed documentation allows experienced users to adapt
the workflows at their specific needs. The possibility to re-
motely launch computationally demanding processes to ex-
ternal clusters opens the door to perform complete simula-
tion experiments from a free of use sophisticated interactive
graphical interface, which helps performing their tasks effi-
ciently and ensures reproducibility. The growing number of
modules being integrated in the BioBB library behind the
server admits regular updates and addition of new work-
flows and functionalities.

DATA AVAILABILITY

This website is free and open to all users. Upload and anal-
ysis of sensitive information requires a login.

BioExcel Building Blocks (BioBB) library: https://mmb.
irbbarcelona.org/biobb/

BioBB remote: https://github.com/bioexcel/
biobb remote

BioBB-Wfs Workflows: https://github.com/bioexcel/
biobb workflows
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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